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THE VILLANOVAN

The Cascian

From time to time there has come into our cubicle a rather excellent publication
from St. Rita's College, Chicago. It has long been our intention to acknowledge in these
columns the worth and merit of this magazine, not only because we esteem it highly, but
also because St. Rita's College is an offspring of our own Alma Mater, being conducted
by the Augustinian Fathers, who are sons and graduates of Villanova. However, like

most of our good intentions, this one has been long deferred and up to the present has
failed to materialize.

The April number of the Cascian is now before us and we feel that the Editor has
delicately forced our hand in the matter. The obligation comes in the form of a poem,
"Lines to Villanova," which appears on the opposite page. We hasten to acknowledge
our debt of gratitude and to add the meed of praise that had been too long deferred.

We suppose that the writer of the poem drew his inspiration from Villanova's sons
who have spoken lovingly and enthusiastically of their Alma Mater. We congratulate
the author for visualizing so well Villanova's beauty and spirit and for the faithful por-
trayal of both in his poem. And our hats are off to the men who have so thoroughly
imbued the students of St. Rita's College with a love and admiration for the parent in-

stitution. These men have carried Villanova's spirit into the West and the position and
standard of St. Rita's College is an eloquent testimonial to their zeal and devotion.

The Cascian is brimming over with really worth-while articles and stories and forms
a rather wholesome contrast to some of the frothy, inane school publications that have
come to our observation.

The author of the poem entitled "To My Mother," has turned out what is, in our
humble opinion, a mighty fine piece of work. He shows a grasp of and a sympathy
with his subject that would do credit to a veteran verse-maker. His last lines are par-
ticularly fine:

; "That boy I believe is a man worth while—--^^^^^^^-^^^^^^^ I

For I hold this to be true:
From those who loved their Mothers best.

Our bravest heroes grew!

Earth's true hearts have been loving hearts

—

Since the time when earth began.
And the boy who kissed his Mother's lips

Is every inch a man."

Rather good for a High School Junior, is it not?

The Cascian contains a wealth of breezy, swift-moving short stories. "Mixed Mat-
ter," "Winning in the Ninth," "Gravity Gregg," "Kismet," "The Syrian," "Golf—For
Fun or Folly," might well do credit to any amateur publication. The short-story output
of St. Rita's students is, as the above list attests, nothing short of marvellous, and we
envy the Editor who has such a wealth of material from which to draw. Had we some
of the above stories at our disposal during the lean months our life, the past year,
would have been much happier.

A glance at the Athletic column is somewhat of a revelation. These school boys pro-
duce championship and near championship teams in every sport in which they com-
pete. They go in for Baseball, Basketball, Football, Track, Tennis, and Golf ! ! They
likewise go in regularly for spring football practice. Rather an extensive athletic pro-
gram, one might say, but we hear their teams must always be reckoned with in every
league race.

The Cascian's Alumni column is "newsy" and chatty. Its free camaraderie bespeaks
good fellowship and good school spirit. The writer of the column knows his business
and goes about it in a very workman-like manner. The Editorials are always well writ-
ten and a very timely one appears in the April number on the Canonization of St. Rita.

We might ramble on indefinitely telling of the fine points of the Cascian but time
and space do not permit. We feel that this hasty appreciation falls far short of doing
justice to the real worth of the magazine. It so happens that the tactful demand ^or
recognition in the April issue caught us unprepared. The Cascian has been in the field

of school journalism just two years and is a particularly strong and lustful infant.
That it will go far and do much good is the ardent wish of the ViLLANOVAN.


